
Today, everything is about sustainability and 
experience. This also goes for washrooms. 
After all, the experience in the washroom 
is one part of the overall picture visitors or 
employees get of an organisation. A fresh, 
clean and hygienic washroom contributes to a 
positive image. And the scent is an important 
part of the overall perception of this room.  

BlackSatino has developed a special line of 
fragrances which makes a major contribution

BLACKSATINO
FRAGRANCES
SPARQ & QLASH

SUSTAINABLE SCENT EXPERIENCE 
FOR WASHROOMS  

to this. SparQ and Qlash are surprising 
fragrances for soaps, toilet seat cleaners and 
air refreshers.  

Fillings as well as corresponding dispensers 
are Cradle to Cradle Certified. This means 
that they are 100% safe for people and the 
environment and do not contain any harmful 
chemicals.  

Create an even better scent experience by 
alternating between SparQ and Qlash.  This 
stimulates visitors’ noses, which has a positive 
effect on the overall experience.  

SparQ has top notes of lemon and 
lavender, heart notes of cloves and 
tonka bean, and base notes of musk, 
cedar and sandalwood. It is an aromatic 
composition with sensual cool and warm 
tones of citrus and lavender, spices with 
oriental hints mixed with woody notes, 
which gives the fragrance a piquante and 
exotic character.

Qlash has a top note of citrus, creating a 
fresh fragrance, reinforced by the floral 
character of the heart notes, which 
include jasmine. The sweet, powdery 
tones are combined with the oriental 
fragrances from the base notes of the 
Qlash, made up of musk, cedar and 
patchouli. It is this combination that 
makes Qlash an exotic, warm and sensual 
fragrance.

SPARQ

QLASH

Top notes:
 
fragrances that dominate in the first few 
minutes after application. The top notes of a 
fragrance are intended to draw attention and 
give the initial and striking impression of a 
fragrance.

Heart notes:

fragrances that bloom after the top notes have 
largely disappeared. Almost all of the floral 
fragrances are heart notes, which are probably 
the most important part of the perfume.

Base notes:

fragrances that last the longest, once the heart 
notes have largely faded away. Base notes can 
continue to give off fragrance for many hours.

A FRAGRANCE HAS THREE NOTES:

1.

2.

3.



BlackSatino is a brand of WEPA Professional GmbH

More information: www.blacksatino.eu 

Product code:  SC10

Code 332230Code 332270

SPARQ
TOILET SEAT CLEANER

QLASH
TOILET SEAT CLEANER

6x750 ml 6x750 ml

TOILET SEAT CLEANER

Product code:  AR30

Code 332240Code 332280

SPARQ
AIR FRESHENER

QLASH
AIR FRESHENER

6x225 ml
app.. 8-10 weeks of 
operation

6x225 ml
app.. 8-10 weeks of 
operation

AIR FRESHENER

Product code:  SF30

Code 332250 Code 332220Code 332260

SPARQ 
FOAM SOAP

SPARQ 
HAND SOAP

QLASH 
FOAM SOAP

6x750 ml
approx. 1875 
dosages

6x750 ml
approx. 750 
dosages

6x750 ml
approx. 1875 
dosages

SOAPS

https://blacksatino.eu/producten/zeepdispenser-zwart
https://blacksatino.eu/producten/zeepdispenser-zwart
https://blacksatino.eu/producten/zeepdispenser-zwart
https://blacksatino.eu/en/products/sparq-foam-soap/

